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Abstract 
Languages closed under insertion are called expansion-closed (e-closed) languages. If they are 
generated by a word u, they are then called monogenic e-closed languages. Properties of these 
languages are studied, in particular when the word u is a power of a bipolar word and connections 
with codes are considered. 
0. Introduction 
Expansion- and contraction-closed submonoids of a free monoid X* have been 
introduced in [2] in relation with monoids with disjunctive identity and codes. These 
submonoids can be characterized as the submonoids of X* generated by strong codes. 
Dyck languages are examples of expansion- and contraction-closed submonoids. 
In this paper, we are mainly concerned with the expansion-closed submonoids, 
more particularly with those generated by a unique word. Given any language L, the 
expansion-closed language generated by L is a submonoid of X* obtained by 
a sequence of consecutive insertions. If L= {u}, UEX*, the expansion-closed sub- 
monoid generated by u is denoted by [u] and it is called the monogenic expansion- 
closed language generated by U. 
Some properties of monogenic expansion-closed languages are investigated. These 
properties are closely related to the structure of the word u and the most interesting 
cases occur in relation with dipolar words, a dipolar word v being a word with the 
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property that no proper nonempty left factor of u is a right factor of v. It is shown in 
particular that [u] is expansion closed if and only if the word u is a power of a dipolar 
word. Connections between monogenic expansion-closed languages and codes are 
also considered. 
Items not defined there or in the subsequent chapters can be found in the 
books [l, 41. 
1. Definitions and preliminary results 
Let X be a finite alphabet and let X* be the free monoid generated by X. Every 
element of X* is called a word and every subset of X* is called a language. The length 
of a word u will be denoted by /g(u). If 1 is the empty word, then X+ =X*\{ l}. 
A word UEX+ is called a primitive word if u =fi, i 2 1, implies that i = 1. Every word 
in X+ can be expressed uniquely as a power of a primitive word (see [3]). The set of all 
primitive words over X is denoted by Q. 
A language L rX+, L#@, is called a code if xl x2..’ xll=Yl Y2... Y,, X,yjEL 
implies that m=n and xi=yi, i= 1,2, . . . . n. 
Let LGX*. We consider the following three possible conditions on L: 
(1) UVEL,WEL * UWOEL, 
(2) UWVEL, WEL, uv# 1 =S UVEL, 
(3) UVEL, UWVEL * WEL. 
Following [2], a language satisfying (1) is called expansion closed (e-closed) and 
a language satisfying (2) is called contraction closed (c-closed). 
Every e-closed language L is a subsemigroup of X*. Every c-closed submonoid L of 
X* is a free submonoid generated by a bifix code B, i.e. a code B such that ux~B, yv~B 
with u,v~B implies x=y= 1. 
Recall that a code C is called strong if it satisfies the following two conditions: 
(1) X,YlY,EC * YlxY,Ec+; 
(2) y,xyz, xEC+ = YlY2E c*. 
If a submonoid of X* is e-closed and c-closed, then this submonoid is generated by 
a strong code. 
Proposition 1.1 (Jiirgensen et al. [2]). Let M be a submonoid of X* and M #& 
M # {l}. Then M is e-closed and c-closed if and only ifM is generated by a strong code. 
The following two languages over the alphabet X = {a, b} are examples of e-closed 
and c-closed languages (see [2]): 
(a) The Dyck language D. The language D does not satisfy the condition (3), 
because aabbeD, aababbel), but ba$D. 
(b) The language consisting of all the words having the same number of letters 
a and b. This language satisfies also the condition (3). 
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ForLcX*,letz(L)=Lu(xIx= uwv with uv, WEL}, LO =L and L,=z(L,_~). Then 
[L]=Un30Lnis th e smallest e-closed language in X* containing L and [L] is called 
the e-closed language generated by L. If L= {u} for some UEX* and if there is no 
ambiguity, then we use [u] instead of [{u}]. It is clear that AGB implies that 
[A]G[B] for all A, BGX+. 
2. Monogenic e-closed languages 
If UEX*, then the e-closed language [u] generated by u is called a monogenic 
e-closed language. 
The Dyck language D over the alphabet X = {a, b} is a monogenic e-closed lan- 
guage generated by the word ab. This language is also c-closed. 
The monogenic e-closed language [u], u=a’ba is not c-closed and it does not 
satisfy condition (3). We have a(a2ba)aba=a3b.(a2ba). l~[u],a~ba~[u], but a3b$[u]; 
also a2baa2ba=a2b.(a3b).aE[u], a2baE[u], but a3b#[u]. 
Proposition 2.1. For u, VEX*, VE[U] if and only if [v] G [u]. 
Proof. ( e ) Since [v] C [u], clearly VE[U]. 
(a) If v = u, of course [v] c [u]. Let v #u and let L = (u}. By the definition of z(L), 
VE [u] implies that VEL,\L,_ 1 for some n> 1. Let L’= {v}. Then it is clear that CO EL, 
and L;GL~~+~,,,. Thus, [v]=Ui~oL:~Un~oLn=[u]. 0 
It is immediate that [u] = [v] if and only if u = v. From the above proposition, it 
follows then that the relation ][ defined on X* by 
UICU * Cvl E Cul 
is a partial order on X*. 
The antichains of X* relatively to the partial order ][ are not closed under product 
and are not codes in general. For example, if X = (a, b}, the language L = {a, b, ab} is 
an antichain, but not a code. The languages {a,ab} and {b,ab} are antichains. But 
{a, ab} {b, ab} = jab, aab, abb, abab) is not an antichain, because ab][abab. 
The minimal elements of X+ with respect to the partial order ][ will be called primal 
words. If I denotes the set of all primal words over X, then I is a proper subset of Q. 
For example a2b2EQ, but a2b2$Z. If X= {a, b}, then the set of all primal words with 
length smaller than or equal to 3 is 
{a, b, ab, ba, aab, aba, baa, bba, bab, abb}. 
If u is a word such that lg(u) = m, then both uabm and b”‘au are in I. Thus, every word 
is a subword of a primal word. It is clear that for every nonempty word, then there 
exists a primal word w~l such that UE[W]. But there may exist v#w~l such that 
UE[V] and UE[W]. For example, a2ba2ba2E[a2ba]n[aba2]. 
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Given a word UEX*, we consider the following two relations au and =: 
associated with a: 
w atr v o w=xy and v=xuy for some x,y~X+, 
u =: v 0 u J” VI 3” 02 au ... au vn=v for some n. 
Let [u]+ ={vfzX* (u a: v}u(u>. Clearly, [u]+ c[u]. In general, [u]+ is not 
a subsemigroup of X*. For example, if X= {a, b} and u=ab, then abab+![u]+. From 
the definition, it is clear that [u]u{ l} =([u] +)*. 
Proposition 2.2. For u, v EX*, VE[U] + if and only if [v] + G [u] +. 
Proof. (e) Since [v]+ E [u]+, then VE[U] +. 
(a) Since VE[U]+, there exist i steps, i>O, such that 
(1) U=VO *u VI *u V2 *u”’ *u Vi=V. 
For every WE[V]+, there exists ja0 such that 
(2) V’WO J” W1 ~” W1 Jy”’ J” Wj=W. 
Using (1) instead of every step in (2), we have 
Thus, WE[U]+. Therefore, [v]+ s[u]+. 0 
It is immediate that [u] + = [v] + if and only if u = v. We define the relation )( on 
X* as 
u)(v * [VI+ r;Cul+. 
From Proposition 2.2, it is clear that )( is a partial order on X*. Since u] [ v or u)(v 
imply that Ig(v)= klg(u) for some integer kB 1, these two partial orders ][ and )( are 
not compatible. 
Proposition 2.3. Zf u, vcX*, then u)(v implies u] [v, i.e. )( G] [. 
Proof. If u)(v, then [v]+ z [u] + and, by Proposition 2.2, VE[U] +. Since [u]+ s [u], 
VE[U] and, by Proposition 2.1, [v] E [u]. Hence, u] [v. 0 
In general, u][v does not imply u)(v, i.e. the partial orders ][ and )( are different. 
For example, let X = (a, b}. Then [ubub] G Cub], i.e. ub][abab. But [ubub] + $ [ub] +, 
i.e. ub)(abub does not hold. 
The next two propositions show that imposing some natural conditions on the 
monogenic language generated by u implies strong restrictions on the structure of the 
word u. 
Recall that a language L is called dense if X*uX*nL #(b for every UEX*. 
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Proposition 2.4. For any UEX+, [u] is dense if and only if [XI= 2 and u = a’b or abi, 
where a#bEX, iB 1. 
Proof. (i) Suppose that the skeleton of u is greater than or equal to 3, i.e. 
u = a:laFap, . . , , ain, a,, a2, . . . , a,EX, ai#ai+l, i=1,2 ,..., n-l, kI,k2 ,..., k,al and 
n>3. 
Let m=max{k,,k,, . . ..k.) and let u=a;l+la~+lam+l 3 . Then clearly, 
X*vX*n[u] =$‘J. Hence [u] is not dense for this case. 
(ii) Consider now the case where (X ( >, 2 and skeleton of u is 2. 
(a) 1 X I> 2. Then clearly [u] is not dense. 
(b) 1X1=2. Let u=a’bj, i,ja2. 
If u=ai+lbj+‘ai+‘bj+‘, then clearly X*uX*n[u]=@ and [u] is not dense. 
(iii) If u = a’b or u = ab’, i 2 1. Then clearly [u] is dense. 0 
Proposition 2.5. Let UEX+. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) [u] is regular; 
(b) uEa+ for some aEX; 
(c) [u] satisfies condition (3). 
Proof. (b) =- (a) or (c): Trivial. 
(a) 3 (b): Suppose u$a+ for any aeX. Then u=a’bx for some a # beX and XEX*. 
For all r#s, say r <s, it is clear that a”(bx)*E[u] and a”‘(bx)*.$[u]. Thus, ari f a!(Pt,,). 
This implies that [u] is not regular, a contradiction. Therefore, USA+ for some aeX 
and [u] is regular. 
(c) = (b): Suppose u#af for all aEX. Then u = a’bx for some a # beX and XEX*. 
We have u* = a’bxa’bx = a’(bxa’)bxE [u]. Since [u] satisfies condition (3), bxa’e 
[u]. This implies that u=a’bx= bxa’, which is impossible. Therefore, uEa+ for 
some aEX. 0 
3. Dipolar words 
A word u is called a unipolar word if u = xy = zx for some x, y, ZEX+. A word that is 
not unipolar will be called dipolar. Dipolar words are also called unbordered words 
in [I]. Clearly a dipolar word is primitive. Thus, the set of all dipolar words is a proper 
subfamily of the set Q of primitive words. 
For a unipolar primitive word we have the following property. 
Lemma 3.1. Let u be a unipolar primitive word. Then u can be expressed as u = xyx for 
some x, yEX+. 
Proof. Let u be a primitive word such that u =xv = wx. If lg(x) < )lg(u), then clearly 
u = xyx, where u= yx, and w =xy. Now, if u =xv = wx and lg(x)>$lg(u), then 
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x = wz = zu. It follows that u = zvv = wwz and Ig(z) < Ig(x). From this we see that u can 
be expressed as u=xyx. q 
We give now a characterization of monogenic c-closed languages using the 
property of dipolarity. 
Proposition 3.2. Let u E X ‘, u = gi for some geQ and i > 1. Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(a) g is dipolar; 
(b) [u] is c-closed; 
(c) [u]+ is c-closed. 
Proof. (b) * (a): Suppose that [u] satisfies conditin (2). Let g be a unipolar word; by 
Lemma 3.1, g=xyx for some x,y~X+. Then x(xyx)‘yx(xyx)‘-‘=(xxy)’ and 
(xYx)~E[u]. By condition (2), (XXY)~E[CU]. Since lg((xxy)‘)=lg((xyx)‘), we must have 
xyx = xxy. This in turn implies that x and y are power of a common word. It follows 
that g$Q, a contradiction. 
(a) * (b): Let g be a dipolar word and suppose that [u] does not satisfy the 
condition (2). Then there exists a word WEX’ such that 
w =xzye[u], ZECUI, xy# 1 with xy$[u]. 
We can assume that w is a word of minimal length with this property. 
If z#u, there exist xl,yl such that z=xluyl and xlyl#l. If xlyl$[u], then 
lg(z) < (w) and w is not minimal, a contradiction. If xlyl E [u], then consider the word 
xxlyly. We have xxlyly~[u], otherwise lg(xxlyIy)<lg(w) and w is not minimal. 
Thus, we need only to consider the case where z= u and to show that w = xuy, 
xy# 1, with xy#[u] cannot hold. 
Since WE[U], then w can be expressed as 
w=euf with ef#l and efE[u]. 
(i) If the word u in this decomposition of w is a subword of x or y, say x =xlux2, 
i.e. e=x,,f=x,zy, then x,x~z~E[u]. Since xy$[u], xlxZy~[u]. This implies that w is 
not minimal, a contradiction. 
(ii) If the word u in this decomposition of w is a subword of z, then, since z = u, e = x 
and f = y. Hence, xy = ef E [u], a contradiction. 
(iii) If Is(e)< lg(x) and lg(eu)> /g(x), then u=uluz =uzu3 for some ul, u2, z+EX+ 
such that x=eul, eu=xu,, uy=u,fand f=u3y. Then there exist u, WEX* such that 
ul = (VW)‘, u2 = v(wv)~, uj = (WV)’ and u = v(wv)~‘~. Since u =gi and g is dipolar, v= 1, 
w = g and j+ k= i. Thus, x= e$ and f=gjy. This implies that ef= egjy=xyE[u], 
a contradiction. 
Similarly, e = xul, xu = eu2, uf= u,y and y = uJ f can not hold true. 
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Thus, there exists no WE[U] such that w = xzy, ZE [u], xy # 1 with xy#[u], that is, [u] 
satisfies condition (2). 
(a) o (c): The proof is similar to the case (a) o(b). 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let uEX+. If there exists a word VE[U] or VE[U]+ such that u=u’x and 
v = xv’ for some x, u’EX+, then u is a unipolar word. 
Proof. Let L = [u] or [u] +. Suppose on the contrary that u is a dipolar word and there 
exists VEL such that u = u’x, v = xv’ for some x, u’EX+. We then choose a word v in L of 
minimal length with this property. Since UFL, there exist ol, v~EX* such that v= uluvz 
with v1v2~L. If rg(ui)<lg(x), then there exists YEX+ such that x=viy and u=yu”. 
Thus, u is a unipolar word, a contradiction. If lg(vi)>lg(x), then uIu2~L such that 
u1v2=xw for some WEX+. Thus, v is not a word of minimal length with the above 
property, a contradiction. 0 
Remark. Let UEX+. If there exists a word VE[U] or VE[U]+ such that u=xu’ and 
v = D’X for some x, u’EX+, then u is a unipolar word. 
Proposition 3.4. Zf u is a dipolar word, then w~E[u], ja 1, implies WE[U]. 
Proof. Suppose there exists d~[u] such that w$[u]. Choose wj to be such a word 
with minimal length. Since wj~[u], wj can be expressed as wj=euf with ef# 1 and 
efe[u]. Since u is a dipolar word, we claim that w = w1uw2 for some w1 w2 # 1. Indeed, 
if u is not a subword of w, then u=u’x with xw’= w or u=xu’ with w’x= w for some 
u’,x~X+. By Lemma 3.3 or by the above remark, we have that u is a unipolar word, 
a contradiction. Now since w$[u], w1w2$[u]. By Proposition 3.2(b), (w~w~)w~-‘E[u]. 
Again (wlw 2 )2w,312 E[U] and (w~w~)~E[u]. This implies that the word wjchosen above 
is not of minimal length, a contradiction. •I 
Proposition 3.5. If UEQ is a dipolar word and v, WE[U] + then VW+ [u] +. 
Proof. Suppose there are v, WE[U] + such that VWE[U]+ and choose uw to be of 
minimal length with respect to this property. We have the following three cases: 
Case 1: vw=v1uu2w with vlv2w~[u]+ for some u1v2~X+. By Proposition 3.2, 
v~u~E[u]+. But vlv2w~[u]+. This contradicts the minimal length of VW. 
Case 2: vw=vwluw2 with VW~W~E[U]+ for some w1w26X+. Similarly, we can show 
that this case contradicts the minimal length of UW. 
Case 3: VW=Z’~UW~ for some vi, w,EX+ with Ig(ul)<Ig(v) and 1g(w,)<lg(w). Then 
there exists x E X+ such that u = u’x and w = xw’ for some ZJ’, W’E X+. By Lemma 3.3, 
u is a unipolar word, a contradiction! 
Therefore, there exist no v, w E [u] + such that VWE [u] + . q 
The following proposition gives a condition for [u] + to be code. 
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Proposition 3.6. Let UEX+. Then [u] + is a code fund only if u is a dipolar word. 
Proof. (-) If u is a unipolar word, then by Lemma 3.1, u$Q or u=xyx for some 
x, yEx+. 
If u$Q, then there existsfeQ and i>2 such that u=fi. This implies thatf”E[u]+. 
Thus, [u]+ is not a code. 
If u=xyx for some x,y~X+, then xy(xyx)x, xyxyx(xyx)x, xyxyx*(xyx)y~~~ 
[xyx] + = [u] +. This also implies that [u] + is not a code. 
Thus, if u is a unipolar word then [u] + is not a code. 
(G=) Let u be a dipolar word. Assume that [u] + is not a code. Then there exist 
wl,w*,“‘,w”,~t,~*,“‘~ v,E[u]+ with w1 #v, and 
WlW2 “‘w,=v~v*“‘v,. 
Since wl#v,, Ig(wl)#lg(v,). Then wl=vlw’ or vl=wlv’ for some w’,v’~X+, say 
w1 =vlw’. By Proposition 3.2, W’E[U] +. By Proposition 3.5, u is a unipolar word, 
a contradiction. Similarly, we can show that v1 = wlu’ implies that u is a unipolar 
word, a contradiction. Therefore, [u] + is a code. 0 
Proposition 3.7. Let UEX+. Then u is a dipolar word if and only if every VE[U] + is 
a dipolar word. 
Proof. Since the necessary part is obvious, we need only to show the sufficient part. 
Since u is a dipolar word, by the above proposition, [u] + is a code. Moreover, since 
UE [u] +, by Proposition 2.2, [o] + c [u] +. Since [u] + is a code, [u] + is a code. Again by 
the above proposition, u is a dipolar word. q 
Proposition 3.8. Let UEQ be a unipolar word. Then [u]+nQ’j’#(b for all j> 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, u=xyx for some x, yeX+. Then all the words 
x(xyx)yx=x*yxyx, 
x2yx(xyx)yx = x2yx*yxyx, 
x*yx*yx(xyx)yx=x*yx*yx*yxyx, 
. . . 
=x*yx*yx*y ... x*yxyx 
. . . 
are in [u]+. Again by inserting successively u between x*y and x*y, we get that the 
words of the following type: 
x*y(xyx)x*y(xyx) . . . 
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are in [u] +. From the above proposition, we see that x’yxyx is a primitive word and 
[u]+nQ(j)#@ for alljal. 0 
Proposition 3.9. Let uEX+. Then [u] + c Q if and only if u is a dipolar word. 
Proof. (a). Since UE[U]+ EQ, u is a primitive word. By the above proposition, u is 
a dipolar word and we are done. 
( e ) Let u be a dipolar word. Suppose wj~ [u] + for some WEQ and j 2 2. Then there 
exist wi, w2~X+ such that wluwz = wjand W~W~E[U] +. We can assume that wjis such 
a word with minimal length. 
(i) If u = wk for some k > 0, then u is a unipolar word, a contradiction. 
(ii) Suppose u =U’X for some u’,xEX+ such that w =xw’ for some w’EX+. By 
Lemma 3.3, we have that u is a unipolar word, a contradiction. 
(iii) Similarly, U=XU’ for some u’,xEX+ and w= w’x for some w’EX+ imply that 
u is a unipolar word. 
(iv) If w=x1ux2 for some x,,x~EX* with x1x2# 1, then by Proposition 3.2, 
(x~x$v-~E[u] +. Again (x~x~)%-~ E[U] + and (x,x~)~E[u] +. This implies that wj is 
not a word of minimal length with the above property, a contradiction. 0 
For a word UEX+, we know from Proposition 3.2 that [u] is an e-closed and 
c-closed semigroup if and only if u = gi, where i 2 1 and g is a dipolar word. 
We consider now some relations between strong codes and semigroups of the 
form [u]. 
Let u=g’ for some dipolar word gEX+ and let [u]+ = {ul buld . ..}. where d is 
defined by x < y =z= Ig(x) < /g(y) and, if Ig(x) = Ig(y), then < is the lexicographic order 
on X+. Let 
Oi(U)=CO_1(U) if UiE(Oi_l(U))+, 
and 
Oi(U)=CO_ 1(U)U(Ui} if Ui#(Wi_ l(U))’ 
w(u)= ui3 loi@). 
Then, since ([u] +)’ = [u] and (o(u))+ =([u] +)+, we have (w(u))+ = [u]. That is, o(u) is 
a generating set of [u]. Before showing that o(u) is a strong code, we prove the 
following lemma 
Lemma 3.10. For X, y,z~X*, xyz~w(u) and YEW(U) imply that XZE(O(U))*. 
Proof. If xz= 1, then clearly XZE(W(U))*. Let xz# 1. From xyz,y~o(u) follows 
xyz, y~[u] +. Since u=g’ for some dipolar word g, by Proposition 3.2, XZE[U] +, i.e., 
there exists UiE[U]+ such that Ui=xz. This implies that XZEOi(U) or xZE(Wi_ 1(u))+. 
Both cases imply that XZE(W(U))+. 
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Proposition 3.11. o(u) is a strong code. 
Proof. First we show that w(u) is a code. Suppose that o(u) is not a code. Then there 
exist x1,x2, +..,x,,y,,y,, . . ..y.~w(u) such that 
x1x2 ~.~x,=yly,..~y,,, and xI#y,. 
Without loss of any generality, we can assume that Ig(xl)<Ig(yl), i.e., yl =xly for 
some yeX+. From the above lemma, y~(o(u))+. By the definition of w(u), yI$o(u), 
a contradiction. Hence O(U) is a code. 
Now we show that O(U) is strong. For x,~~~~Ew(u), we have that x,y,y,~[u]+. By 
the definition of [u] +, y,xy,~[u] +. From the definition of w(u), ylxy2~(u(u))‘. Since 
(w(u))+ = [u], for x,y,xy,~(w(u))+, x,y1xy2~[u]. By Proposition 3.2, yIy2~[u] or 
y,y2 = 1, i.e. y1y2~(4u))*. Thus, o(u) is a strong code. 0 
For the case where UEX+ is a dipolar word, we have that [u] + = o(u), i.e. [u] + is 
a strong code and [u]+ is the generating set of the e-closed and c-closed monoid 
Cul41~. 
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